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To prepare the activity print the mazes and laminate or slide 
in a page protector. Students will need plastic cubes, mini 
erasers, or other small classroom manipulatives to cover the 
pictures as they work through the maze.

Students will start at the race car and end at the stop sign. 
Students will say the name of each picture to determine the 
beginning sound. They will cover the pictures that begin with 
the focus letter. 

It is a good idea to use this activity in a teacher led group 
before having students work on the mazes independently. 

Answer keys begin on page 34 
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A
apple, act, baby, volcano, cake, alphabet, fruit, coat, ant, ask, house, 
gingerbread, astronaut, boat, money, three, ambulance, alligator

B
balloons, basket, bus, strawberry, frog, apple, book bag, dog, moon, 
button, ball, map, flowers, bear, pencil, four, pizza, bird

C
clock, cow, car, house, bag, robe, cactus, cloud, cat, cone, cookie, 
castle, fire, book, vase, camera, cake, comb

D
door, domino, diamond, pig, watermelon, seven, dinosaur, heart, dice, 
duck, doctor, juice, desk, mug, clipboard, cop, doll, dog

E
envelope, four, octopus, queen, elephant, eggplant, nose, robot, ice 
cream, exercise, magnet, pear, jacket, eggs, honey, baby, sock, elbow

F
fries, farmer, frog, blocks, stamp, bell, feet, nail polish (polish), fork, 
flamingo, fish, king, four, barn, cake, lock, feather, fox

G
grapes, grill, lamp, donut, bath, gas, house, girl, gift, gate, flashlight, 
gum, skate, apple, fire, goat, glue, game

H
bird, sun, dog, horse, drum, king, gift, house, hand, heart, hippo,
train, ice cream, frog, honey, eggplant, clock, balloons

I
tissue, dog, scooter, instruments, igloo, three, leaf, banana, ill, ball, 
fries, mirror, iguana, paint, toaster, gingerbread, insects, inchworm

J
jacket, juice, elephant, socks, pencil, jeans, bus, juggle, jelly, jellyfish, 
snowman, jug, vacuum, penguin, house, jungle, jar, jewelry

K
kangaroo, kettle, pig, toaster, basketball, karate, snowflake, apple, 
kick, key, moon, backpack, kite, pizza, house, four, kiwi, king

L
ladybug, robe, carrot, nose, lamp, hen, magnet, lock, lantern, zoo, 
queen, lick, cat, seven, fire, lash, lighthouse, lemonade

M
magnet, mermaid, milk, telescope, watch, robot, monkey, cake, map, 
monster, moon, ring, money, honey, jellyfish, dog, magician, muffin

Beginning Sound Maze Picture Names (Left to Right)



N
kite, tooth, penguin, nose, jeans, jelly, basketball, nurse, socks, donut, 
book, nine, newspaper, necklace, name, apple, moon, book bag

O
ox, four, strawberry, pizza, octagon, robe, puzzle, bowling, octopus, 
grill, train, fire, ostrich, bag, house, question mark, office, off

P
pumpkin, purse, puzzle, window, gate, clipboard, pancakes, paw, 
pencil, pizza, paint, pear, dime, vine, heart, pig, penguin, pie

Q
quilt, robot, net, sun, quiet, gas, mug, tire, question mark, yarn, taco, 
nine, quart, quack, queen, mermaid, ladybug, elephant

R
read, gift, bed, fox, ring, five, leaf, robe, racket, baby, pig, robot, 
tractor, pencil, house, road, rocket, rabbit

S
soccer, sandwich, saw, needle, cow, monster, seven, honey, sock, sun, 
sink, hand, spider, gift, king, grill, star, snowman

T
tooth, taco, teacher, milk, dog, lock, telescope, tissue, tire, tiger, 
ten, tie, lamp, button, volcano, toy, towel, table

U
umbrella, up, bell, tree, sun, upside down, hand, vest, paw, under, 
upset, corn, house, laundry, umpire, wallet, cone, pig

V
vacuum, vest, bug, wind, umbrella, vet, mouse, valentine, vine, vase,
desk, violin, plant, snowflake, wand, vote, vegetables, volcano

W
moon, rabbit, star, wallet, wagon, dog, fish, ring, well, sock, milk, 
tooth, watch, mailbox, door, sun, wolf, watermelon

ends with 

X
box, ax, skate, frog, king, fix, map, star, mix, tux, ball, three, fox, 
leaf, kit, paint, wax, six

Y
yogurt, yo-yo, pretzel, pumpkin, clock, yell, coat, sing, yak, yawn, 
fire, grill, yarn, butterfly, glue, bird, yum, yolk

Z
zoo, scarecrow, puzzle, cookie, zap, gum, dog, hammer, zebra, 
toaster, boat, fries, zero, grapes, vet, baby, zip (zipper), zig-zag

Beginning Sound Maze Picture Names (Left to Right)



Students will identify the focus letter and the sound. 
Students will start at the race car and end at the stop 
sign. Students will say the name of each picture to 
determine the beginning sound. Using manipulatives, they 
will cover the pictures that begin with the focus letter. 
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Answer Keys
Optional answer keys 

Suggested use: Print and slide in page protector with 
corresponding beginning sound maze. Make sure the 

maze and answer key are back to back. Students work 
on the maze and then flip the page protector over to 

check their work.
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